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It's a "pictorial guide to fancy footgear," says Texas Regular monthly. Beard's anecdotes and Texas charm
could keep you entertained; THE COWBOY BOOT Publication has it all--background, anatomy, leathers,
fit, treatment, makers, sellers, and famous wearers--actually a glossary of shoe conditions for the novice.
The latest renaissance of artful bootmaking will keep this offering. Arndt's heart-stopping photos could keep
you enthralled.
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Great Book about the annals of boots. Among the best Still an excellent book, despite the fact that it's an old
one! Susan Love It. This book is about the annals of the boot.I keep having to buy another duplicate mainly
because people keep mine when We lend it. Don't fret--this book is way better. Whereas the old book was
mostly black and white, this one has beautiful color pictures, & most of the bootmakers listed below are still
alive. In fact, in the event that you buy this book don't bother to consider "The Artwork of the Shoe" by the
same author as the two books are about the same, except that Art costs more and has a few more images, but
the Cowboy Boot Reserve has a much better background of the cowboy shoe. It gives a great summary of
the history of cowboy shoe making in the US. Who knew all this skill and handmade product was right here
in Texas? A few already are gone, and will be sorely missed. The only person you'll need If your're thinking
of buying this book then you might have heard about the legendary publication titled "Texas Boots" right
now out of printing.Great book! This is an excellent starting point for anybody thinking about cowboy boots.
Five Stars Very good The bootmaker bible This book has inspired the purchase of several pairs of boots and
visits to several of the makers featured. Five Stars Great book. Makes me desire to order custom made
boots! Misled myself on this one. The publication also has some nice color photographs of unique boots..
bible I believe that books like these have heightened the interest of collectors everywhere and encourage the
preservation of just a little known artwork of the west. I bought this book thinking it outlines the design and
building of boot styles from start to finish. Highly recommend this book. Great publication for boot fans or
people that like leather work Bought this as a gift. It digs into custom made and vintage boots in addition to
factory produced like Justin or Tony Lama. Great, easy go through and the photos are nice too!
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